Although the cerebellum has been traditionally considered to be exclusively involved 1 in motor control and learning, recent anatomical and clinical studies suggest that it may also have 2 a role in cognition. However, no electrophysiological evidence exists to support this claim. Here 3 we studied the activity of simple spikes of hand-movement related Purkinje cells in the mid-lateral 4 cerebellum when monkeys learned to associate a well-learned right or left-hand movement with 5 one of two visual symbolic cues. The cells had distinctly different discharge patterns between an 6 overtrained symbol-hand association and a novel symbol-hand association although the kinematics 7 of the movement did not change between the two conditions. The activity change was not related 8 to the pattern of the visual symbols, the hand making the movement, the monkeys' reaction times 9 or the novelty of the visual symbols. We suggest that mid-lateral cerebellum is involved in higher-10 order cognitive processing related to learning a new visuomotor association. 11
review, Leiner, Leiner, and Dow argued that the basal ganglia, the thalamus, and the cerebellum 23 all expanded as the primate frontal cortex evolved (5) and hypothesized that "Signals from the 24 older part of the dentate nucleus certainly help the frontal motor cortex to effect the skilled 25 manipulation of muscles, and signals from the newest part of the dentate nucleus may help the 26 frontal association cortex to effect the skilled manipulation of information or ideas." Newer tract-27 tracing (6) and fMRI connectivity (7) studies have provided in greater detail evidence that the 28 range of cerebello-cortical connections extends far beyond purely motor areas, encompassing 29 prefrontal areas important in behavior but less so in the more specific aspects of motor control. 30
The presence of cerebellar-cortical-cerebellar anatomical loops suggest that the cerebellum and 31 the cerebral cortex may work in tandem in generating complex cognitive behavior beyond that of 32 fine-tuning movement (8). Despite this increasing clinical and anatomical evidence for 33 cerebellum's role in higher order cognitive functions, no clear electrophysiological evidence exists 34 supporting the claim. 35 We studied the activity of mid-lateral cerebellar Purkinje neurons in monkeys, during a 36 visuomotor association task. Previous fMRI studies have implicated that the BOLD activity in 37
Crus I and II of the cerebellum increases when normal subjects perform a task that associates an 38 arbitrary visual stimulus with a specific button-press (9, 10) suggesting its role in complicated 39 visuomotor association. We trained two macaque monkeys to perform a two-alternative forcedchoice discrimination task, where the monkeys associated one of two visual symbols as a cue for 41 a left-hand movement and the other symbol as a cue for a right-hand movement. A trial started 42 when the monkeys placed their hands on two bars after which one of the two symbols appeared on 43 the screen and the monkeys lifted the hand associated with that symbol with a well-learned, 44 stereotypic hand movement to earn a liquid reward. We trained the monkeys to associate a specific 45 pair of symbols (green square and pink square) with specific choices (left and right-hand release, 46 respectively) until their performance was on the average above 95% correct, which we refer to as 47 the overtrained visuomotor association condition. A typical recording session started with the 48 overtrained condition, and on a random trial, we switched the symbols to a pair of non-verbalizable 49 (by humans) fractal stimuli that the monkeys had never seen before. The monkeys then had to 50 learn the correct symbol-hand associations through trial and error (Fig 1A) . We refer to this as the 51 novel condition. 52
We recorded the activity of 105 Purkinje neurons (see Methods and S1B ). Of these, 88 neurons increased their firing during bar-release hand movement (Fig 1C) and 55 32 of these neurons showed a stimulus related decrease as well as a hand related increase in 56 activity. These neurons did not have a preference for specific visual symbols (Fig S3A, B ; P = 57 0.3332, one-sample t-test) and responded during either hand movement (Fig S3C, D ; P = 0.5790, 58 one-sample t-test). 59
The activity of Purkinje cells changed dramatically at the switch from overtrained to novel 60 visuomotor association (P < 10 -8 Mann-Whitney U-test; P < 10 -21 ; two sample KS test) in multiple 61 epochs of the trial (Fig 1C, indicated by gold lines on the top). To quantify this change in activity, 62 first, we randomly sampled 10 trials each from the last 20 trials in the overtrained condition andthe first 20 trials in the novel condition and calculated the root mean squared (rms) distance 64 between the mean activities. We repeated this process 250 times to obtain a distribution of rms 65 distances that compared the extent of change in across-condition activity profile in the novel 66 condition from the activity profile in the overtrained condition (green histograms in Fig 1D) . To 67 compare this distribution with a control null-distribution, we randomly sampled 10 trials twice 68 without replacement from the overtrained condition and repeated the same analysis to obtain 69 another distribution of rms distances (gray histograms in Fig 1D) to obtain an estimate of 70 variability of within-condition. Across the population, the within-condition rms values were 71 significantly lower than the across-condition rms values indicating that the change in activity at 72 the switch to novel condition could not be explained by the variability in activity in the overtrained 73 condition. Every cell we studied significantly changed its activity significantly between the two 74 conditions (Fig 1F left Because midlateral cerebellar Purkinje neurons change their activity with changes in 77 movement (11), we then asked if the changes in neural activity could be attributed to any changes 78 in motor kinematics. We only tracked the monkeys' right-hand movement in space and time 79 through a high-speed camera because the neurons had similar response with either hand movement 80 (Fig S3D) . The monkeys performed very stereotypic and consistent hand movements, releasing 81 the bars, to indicate their choice. Although the hand movement did not change at the visuomotor 82 association switch ( 0.3822, t-test), the neural activity changed markedly (Fig 2B, C ; P < 10 -3 , Wilcoxon rank sum 84 test). Therefore, we could not attribute the change in neural activity to a change in the hand 85 movement. Although the motor kinematics were quite different between the two monkeys ( FigS6) , in neither monkey did the movement change at the visuomotor association switch. 87
To test if these neurons were truly movement invariant, we altered the movements associated 88 with manipulanda release while keeping the visuomotor association constant. Because the 89 monkeys were highly habituated to the bar manipulanda, we switched the manipulanda to a pair 90 of dowels (cylindrical rods, upon which the monkeys were seldom trained for a long time), on a 91 randomly chosen trial, while keeping the overtrained visuomotor association the same. Although 92 the kinematics of the movement changed markedly ( -48 , t-test), the neural activity did not change significantly (Fig 2E, F ; 94 P = 0.5563, t-test). These two experiments suggest that the mid-lateral cerebellum is involved in 95 establishing visuomotor associations, a cognitive process, rather than in adjusting or specifying 96 the kinematics of movement. Nevertheless, we cannot exclude the possibility that other body 97 movements unaccounted for by our tracking and analyses, including minor differences in grip, 98 movement of digits, gross arm movement etc., could potentially contribute to the observed changes 99 in neural activity. 100
Although the kinematics of the movement did not change, the reaction time increased 101 significantly in most sessions at the visuomotor association switch (Fig 3A; P < 10 -14 , Wilcoxon 102 rank sum test). Because monkeys with cerebellar lesions have longer reaction times in fast 103 extensions and flexions (12), we wanted to investigate if the changes in neural activity at the 104 visuomotor association switch could be merely attributed to changes in reaction time. We found 105 that in 24/105 (23%) of sessions the reaction time did not significantly change after the visuomotor 106 association switch (Fig 3B ; P = 0.8151, Wilcoxon rank sum test) even though the monkeys' 107 performance decreased significantly (Fig 3B; P < 10 -7 , Mann-Whitney U-test). Additionally, we 108 used two different stimulus presentation durations (see methods) but the stimulus duration did notaffect the reaction time of the monkey. Nonetheless, the neural activity changed significantly even 110 when the reaction time did not change, and there was no difference in the neural activity between 111 sessions where the reaction time changed and sections where it did not (Fig 3C, D; RT change 112 case: P < 10 -6 , Mann-Whitney U-test; no RT change case: P < 10 -3 , t-test). This suggests that the 113 change in reaction time at the visuomotor association switch did not contribute to the change in 114 neural activity. 115
Finally, we investigated if the change in neural activity were due to the novelty of the fractal 116 symbols rather than a change in visuomotor association. On 24 sessions, after the monkeys had 117 learned the novel associations, we reversed the symbol-hand associations and the monkeys had to 118 relearn the associations. Here, there was no change in the symbols but the monkeys had to learn a 119 new visuomotor association nevertheless (Fig 4A; P < 10 -7 , Mann-Whitney U-test). We again 120 observed that the neurons showed a change in activity (Fig 4B, C ; P < 10 -5 , t-test; P < 10 -16 ; two 121 sample KS test). This suggests that the change in neural activity could be observed without a 122 change in the symbols if the visuomotor association changed. 123
These results suggest that the mid-lateral cerebellum participates in visuomotor association 124
and not the specification of the motor kinematics dictated by the task. Cerebellar activity changed 125 at the visuomotor association switch where the movement did not change (Fig 1, S7) , and not when 126 the required movement changed without a concurrent change in the visuomotor association (Fig  127   2, S7) . The activity change was independent of the hand used (Fig S3) , the symbol that evoked the 128 activity (Fig S3) , the monkey's reaction time (Fig 3) and the novelty of the symbols used (Fig 4) . 129 We suggest that this region of the cerebellum is important in learning a new visual association for 130 a simple movement. representative neuron that increased its activity during the hand movement in overtrained (gray) and novel conditions (green). Gold line in the middle indicates the epochs when the activity between the two conditions were significantly different from each other (p < 0.05 t-test). Right: Same convention as left, but for a representative neuron that decreased its activity after a stimulus onset but also increased its activity during the hand movement in the overtrained condition. D. Distribution of rms distances between the mean activities of two sets of 10 randomly chosen trials from the last 20 trials before the symbol switch within the overtrained condition (gray) and between the overtrained and novel conditions (green) for the two neurons shown in C. *** means P<0.001; t-test. a.u is arbitrary units. were not constrained to fixate at the fixation point, but they inevitably did so. Then one of a pair 205 of symbols appeared, briefly for 100 ms in some sessions or until the monkey initiated a hand 206 response in other sessions, at the center of gaze. One symbol signaled the monkey to release the 207 left bar and the other to release the right bar. We rewarded the monkeys with a drop of juice for 208 releasing the hand associated with that symbol. We did not punish the monkeys for errors. Weovertrained the monkeys on one set of symbol-hand association (Green Square for left hand and 210
Pink Square for right hand). In the visuomotor associative learning version of the task (Fig 1) , we 211 began every recording session by presenting the monkeys with the same over-trained symbol pair 212 (overtrained condition), and after a number of trials, switched the symbol pair to two fractal 213 symbols, which the monkey had never seen before (novel condition), and did not have colors 214 matching the overtrained symbols. Over 20 to 40 trials, the monkey gradually learned which 215 symbol was associated with which hand. The manipulanda remained the same throughout the task. 216
In the manipulanda change task (Fig 2) , we began every recording session by presenting the 217 monkeys with the same over-trained symbol pair and bar manipulanda, and after a number of trials, 218
